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Create cute and realistic felted animals with this fun and easy-to-follow needle felting book.Nothing

feels better than a cute, fuzzy animal you can hold in the palm of your hand. Adorable Felted

Animals shows you how you can create more than 30 endearing dogs, cats, birds and other animals

using a little wool roving, a felting needle, and a few simple techniques. Starting with basic shapes

you roll in your hands, you can sculpt the most lifelike miniature animals, using your felting needle to

join the individual parts and give them their firm and final shape. With little bits of contrasting wool

you can give your felted friends expressions that are irresistible. It's easy, creative, and very

relaxing. These cute felted animals range from the wonderfully realistic to enchantingly cute.

Included in this book are: Beloved dogs such as Golden and Labrador retrievers, a Pug, a Poodle,

and Dachshund and more Exotic cats, like the Siamese and Abyssinian Feathered friends such as

the parakeet, cockatiel, lovebird and finch Other household companions like the ferret and hamster

Outdoor dwellers like the chipmunk and rabbitThe animals range from about 2-4 inches high, and

instructions are included for turning a few of your felt creations into fun dangly accessories. A full

lesson takes you though one of the projects from beginning to end, covering all the basics to ensure

that you have all the skills you need to make any critter you want.
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"The book is set up with pictures of all the projects and then a detailed and illustrated set of



instructions for needle felting and making one of the dogs. The patterns for the rest of the animals

provide the shapes needed to create the animal as well as the details and order to put it together."

â€”Crafty Moms Share blog

From the Editors of Gakken Publishing Company, Ltd.; a Japanese publisher of picture books,

reference books, school textbooks and how-to books for the daily enrichment of people of all ages.

There is a very nice selection of different and adorable animals to make. They look very lifelike and

the instructions are very clear and well written. The hardest thing for me is deciding which project to

make first.

Nice book, but I have a few beefs with it. First, although the colored pictures are nice, they are not

put on the same page as the directions. The colored pictures are in the front pages, so when you

want to refer to the colored picture, you have to constantly turn back. Yes, there's clear black and

white photos, but I would have paid 5 bucks more for them to put them together. That was just

dumb.... here we all are, flipping back and forth!Next, being new to this, I'm adding the items to my

shopping list.... and see the Florist Wire does NOT list a gauge,only length needed.That said, the

designs are cute, directions easy, and pictures otherwise large and nice.

I love this book! Lots of great instruction and adorable animals to make. I made a ferret mama and

baby and they turned out so cute!

I love this book! It shows you step by step how to make such cute and also fairly realistic animals. I

think this is a great choice for anyone who wants to learn how to needlefelt animals!

I did my first dog, and it came out pretty well! Everybody loved the little pads on the paws!!!

Haven't started this hobby yet, but this book looks to be beneficial for a newbie. Directions look very

helpful and the pictures of animals are very cute.

I did not find the instructions easy to follow at all. However I am a newbie to this. Otherwise a very

nice book with cute animals!



This is such a lovely book. I just got it today so I have not done a project yet. Can't wait for the

weekend so that I can get started!
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